DO IT YOURSELF AND SAVE!
While installing an inground pool yourself is certainly not for everyone, if you are confident,
handy, and patient, this Do It Yourself project may be for you! Know that at any step along the
way, we are here to help, and if you decide you maybe bit off more than you could chew, we’ve
got your back and can jump in and complete your backyard pool project!
STEP 1—OBTAINING ALL REQUIRED BUILDING PERMITS

Your first project will be obtaining all required building permits. Unfortunately, all cities,
counties, and municipalities operate and have different requirements. We recommend an inperson visit to your local building department. They can advise you of everything you will need
and the steps that will need to be taken along the way. Again, we are there if you need help.
STEP 2—FIND THE BEST PLACE TO SET YOUR POOL

One of the MOST IMPORTANT things to do is finding the best selection of where your pool will
set. Your selection of the pool site will determine how much grading will have to be
accomplished prior to the actual dig for the pool. Naturally, a level area is best because it will
require the least amount of preparation for the dig, but in many cases, there is no level area,
therefore, the site must be prepared to accept the pool prior to dig. The pool site should be
elevated slightly higher than the surrounding area. Very important that drainage from the
surrounding area/areas does not run into the pool.
When dealing with slopes, the severity of the slope will determine if retaining walls must be
built in order to have a level area for the pool. If the slope is relatively minor, a simple wall built
from landscaping timbers or old railroad ties may be all that is needed, but if the slopes are
severe you may be forced to construct a major load bearing retaining wall. If you are not
certain, consult a local civil engineer contractor. Poor planning at this portion of the job can

cause real problems down the road, so make certain you are dealing with your grade properly.
Planning is very important so ensure what type of slope you have.
Most Important: Once you have selected your pool site area, contact your local "utility
companies" and have your gas line, electrical, cable, and any underground marked prior to
digging.
STEP 3—POOL LAYOUT AND EXCAVATION
With the area properly graded to receive the pool, we are now ready for the excavation. You
will have a "dig diagram" furnished by Premium Fiberglass Pools Direct for the specific model
you are installing.
Each pool is different, so double check and make sure you have the right diagram.
A good way to start is to set up grade stakes and string even spray paint outlining the area for
the excavation. The grade stake at the string level should designate the top of the pool, and all
dig dimensions are from that point down. Remember to consider the type of decking you are
going to use, as this will make a difference. With a cantilevered deck, the top of the pool will
actually be 3 1/2" below the top of the concrete. This measurement may change due to the
type of form you are using. If your deck is going to come to the top of the pool shell only, not
cantilevered, than the top of the pool is your string, remember to consider this for your finished
elevation. Cantilevered decks are recommended.
NOTE: Your finished elevation, the top of your concrete decking, should be 4" to 6" above the
surrounding area for proper drainage away from the pool. With the pool area and all elevations
planned, including your decided type of decking, you are now ready to proceed with the dig. An
ideal excavation is one that is as close as possible to the dimensions of the pool shell, but with
the following rules in mind. The excavation should be 2" to 4" deeper than the actual pool for
your sand bed. The sand bed is to level the pool shell and provide a perfect support base with
no voids when the pool is lowered into the hole. Your excavation should be approximately one
foot longer and one foot wider than the pool shell.
This will allow for a six inch over dig all the way around the pool once it is in place. Additional
hand excavation will be required to ensure the skimmer when attached to the pool will fit in
the excavation. A transit and story pole, when used properly, will insure an accurate dig.
Remember to double-check all measurements in the excavation for accuracy prior to letting
your excavator leave.
Sand or rock dust must be used to bed the shell into the excavation and for backfill. In no event
is dirt to be used. One of the easiest ways to know how much sand is needed to be placed on
the bottom of the excavation is to set a grade stake at all four corners, and one on each side of
the center line in the bottom of the hole. If you are installing deeper models with breaks for
deep ends, than each individual depth change must be noted. By using the transit and shooting
down from your grade stakes indicating the top of the pool, you will know exactly where on the
bottom stakes the pool should be to maintain an exact level for the pool. With each stake
marked where the bottom of the pool will rest, a taught nylon string can be tied around each of
these bottom stakes which will than outline the entire pools bottom at its various depths.
Ideally, if your excavation was perfect, the string would be the same two to four inches off the
bottom of the excavation as planned, but don't be concerned unless there are areas of the
hole's dirt bottom than come above your strings. If this is the case, your hole is not deep
enough in these areas and additional excavation must be done. If there are areas that are
deeper than the 2" to 4", these can be filled with sand and are of no consequence.

An area approximately 4'-6' long, 2'-3' wide and 12" deep should be dug out at the middle of
the deepest end of the pool. If the pool is going to have a drain in the bottom it could end up in
this area and the sump hole will need to accommodate the drain as well. This area is for a dry
well sump, which has a gravel bottom, 2" perforated PVC pipe with an end cap attached to a 1
1/2" or 2" PVC line that is run under the pool and up and out of the excavation under the deck.
This line can then be attached to a pump. The remainder of the sump hole, after the pipe is
installed, should be filled with1/2" or larger gravel. This will allow for underground water that
may accumulate under the pool during and after the installation to be removed, and is a
permanent part of the installation.
NOTE: Failure to install a dry sump well could cause hydro-static water pressure to build up
under the pool during the washed sand backfill along with long term water build up during the
life of the pool.
You are now ready to put the sand base into the pool hole.
A level 2x4 as long as the width of the pool will provide for an excellent secreting device to level
the sand to the top of the string. The objective is to compact the sand into a smooth level bed
to the depth of the string outline of the pool bottom. When finished you should have a perfect
bottom for the pool shell to rest on. When you have double-checked your measurements and
are confident this portion is correct you may remove the stakes and string at this point. Be very
careful not to allow any sharp objects or loose clumps of dirt to fall onto or disturb the sand
bed. A stake left unnoticed or a large clump or rock could pierce your pool shell when it is filled.
With all areas checked and double-checked, you are ready to proceed to the next step.
STEP 4—DELIVERY AND PLACEMENT OF YOUR POOL SHELL

Your Pool is delivered to the site with fittings in place you requested. You may have to mount
supplemental items not ordered with your pool, such as additional inlets or jets. It is easiest to
drill and install these items while the pool is out of the ground. Most of the pool's plumbing
should wait until the pool is in the ground, except for the main drain line. This line should be
stubbed up and tied to the pool prior to setting the pool in the hole. There won't be room to do
this once the pool is in place. If any additional plumbing is attached to the pool prior to setting,
extreme care must be used to ensure these pipes are not damaged while setting the pool. It is
best to leave additional plumbing lines until after the shell is inserted.

With the hole properly prepared, all measurements double checked, and making certain that
there is nothing in the bottom of the hole except a compacted level bed of sand, and your sump
installed, you are now ready to set the pool.
A suitable sized crane is recommended for this job. Although certain size backhoes and track
hoes are capable to do this job, a crane is the safest and most suitable piece of equipment to
use. It is designed for this purpose and can easily lift the pool back out of the hole for
corrections in the sand bottom if necessary. Your pool has four lifting areas, Steel reinforced
with fiberglass lifting tubes (not PVC pipe or cardboard tubes), under the coping at each corner
of the pool shell. Chains are usually shipped with the pool to attach lifting straps to be attached
to the crane.
Make certain these straps, usually supplied by the crane company are in good condition and
long enough not to bind or pull the pool in when lifted, and double check al1 chains to insure
they are properly secured to the pool shell.
If the pool has a drain on the bottom of the shell, careful measurements must be made at this
time, directly off the pool, to determine exactly where the hole must be dug in the bottom to
accept the drain. This hole should be carefully hand dug and a proper fit is imperative. (This is a
most important area of installation, and exact measurements are required.) Remember your
gravel sump may be in this area and if so, should be deep enough to accommodate the drain
and the PVC line running from it to the pump.
Rope lines should now be attached to the pool to help guide it when lifted by the crane.
Carefully and slowly lift the pool slightly off the ground or trailer and double check all chains
and straps. Insure everything is properly rigged before proceeding. It is not advisable to lift the
pool during any type of wind. The pool will act as a giant kite. Make certain wind is at a
minimum. Very slowly lift and move the pool to the excavation. It is recommended to keep the
pool as low to the ground as possible, this will help in handling and lower the effects of wind
movement. Once over the hole, line up the shell, make certain no debris has fallen into the hole
and slowly lower the pool into the excavation. If any area of the shell is binding, stop and
correct the problem before proceeding. Make certain the bottom drain, if your pool has one,
fits correct.
Now that you pool has been properly installed, you are in the home stretch! Your pool
filtration and equipment will be attached, and your licensed electrician will connect to power
supply. Next up will be your deck. You have many choices from basic brushed concrete to
elaborate brick paver designs. We recommend that you contact a local professional.
AGAIN, IF AT ANY POINT IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, WE ARE A PHONE CALL AWAY AND, IN
MOST INSTANCES, IF YOU WOULD LIKE US TO COMPLETE THE INSTALLATION, WE WILL BE
ABLE TO ACCOMMODATE YOU QUICKLY AND AFFORDABLY!

